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GUEST LECTURES  

Practical approach with theoretical knowledge is the necessity to learn any field. Guest 

lectures enable the students in enriching the latest updates regarding avenues for higher studies and 

jobs as well as the need of the industry. The MAHRM department invites the eminent personalities 

of various fields of the industry to lend valuable information from their first-hand experience which 

is serve as an ideal platform for the students. For the second-year students following topics were 

covered during the process. General HR competencies and Functions, Talent Management and OD 

interventions, Industrial Relation, Role of Women in Manufacturing Sector, Essential Skills needed 

for HR professionals, Contemporary HR Practices, nHR Practices followed in Singapore, 

Psychometric and Aptitude Tests, Performance Management System , Salary Administration, 

Corporate Social Responsibility taken by Mr. Vasantha Kumar, Mr. Sarath Kumar, AB. Anand, 

Mr. Raghavan, Mr.K. Nagaraja Kumar, Mrs. Monisha, Mr. David, Dr.S. Sasikala, Mr. Naveen, Mr. 

Edwin Selvaraj, Mr. Rajkumar respectively. 

 

 

 



TANTHRA 

TANTHRA (Training Association and Network towards Human Resource Advancement) earlier 

known as PERFORM (The Personnel and Employee Relations 

Forum), is a professional HR event organized by the department 

of M.A. HRM. It is the forum in which eminent and 

experienced professionals from the HR Field, representing the 

manufacturing, consulting and service industries discuss, 

analyze and debate current trends and practices. This year 

TANTHRA happened online on the 23rd of January, 2021. The 

theme followed was Digital Vicinity-Back to the future. The 

theme of TANTHRA changes every year depending on market needs. Such efforts of the students 

are accompanied by the generous contributions from various sponsors across India and Abroad. 

             

 

 

 

 

 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (LDP) 

The leadership development training program is a four-day intensive leadership exercise to 

bring the students out of their comfort zones, extending the limits, face the fears and bring out 

their leadership skills. LDP usually happens in the second year of the programme. 



 This year, LDP happened at Pegasus Institute for Excellence, Pondicherry from 2nd 

February 2021 to 5th February 2021 where the students were exposed to various team 

building activities which enabled them to be better team players and nurture their 

leadership skills. 

 The students coming from diverse geographical backgrounds helped each other in 

embracing different cultures through these activities as a part of the training program. 

 The students were put in situations which challenged their inhibitions and thus helped them 

come out of their comfort zones. 

 It also helped the students develop their strategic decision-making and problem-solving 

skills thus enabling them to take wise action in complex, rapidly changing conditions. 

 The students learnt to manage stress, build resilience and leverage multiple life roles. The 

program enabled them to analyse their strengths and weaknesses and build themselves as 

better leaders for the future. 



                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 HR ANALYTICS 

Advance your career by expanding your skill set with in-demand HR skills. The People 

Analytics Certificate Program enables you to develop the skills, knowledge, and hands-on 

experience needed to start heading People Analytics related projects. 

 Data-driven business Impact 

 Learn from dozens of real-life examples. 

 Analytics implementation 

 Develop a detailed plan for implementing data-driven HR practices. 

 Basic Statistics 

 Master core statistical concepts and analyses needed to analyze.  

 Self-service dashboards 

 Import, clean, and analyze data to easily build self-service dashboards using 

Microsoft Excel and PowerBI. 

 HR Metrics 

 Design and implement HR metrics that help you determine the efficiency. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATION – NLP 

One of the life-changing programs of the department, is the NLP certification. A certificate course 

on NLP is conducted every year to equip students with all the tools necessary to ignite the spark, 

fuel their passion and overall to develop them as good human beings. NLP Certification is a five-

day program focussing on utilizing both of our brains, to function with more efficiency. NLP also 

focuses on techniques to cope up with pain, conflict, emotional resistance etc NLP brings clarity 

in vision of individuals if practiced regularly and is such a value addition to students on a personal 

level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IMPACT OF QUALITY OF WORK LIFE ON TURNOVER INTENTION AMONG 

CONTRACT LABOURS 

In manufacturing industries there are many representation modes for the permanent worker such 

as Trade Union, Works Committee, Joint management council or production related interaction 

group Quality Circles. There is least such provision for the contract labours. which accumulates 

grievances of the contract labours, without addressing such unrepresented groups, saturation spoils 

the momentum of the workforce. This empirical research study findings focus on the impact of 

Quality of Work Life on Turnover Intention among 

Contract Labours working in Manufacturing Industries 

located in Special Economic Zones of Kanchipuram 

District, Tamil Nadu. 

- a research by PUSHPANATHAN 

 (Research Scholar, Asst. Professor of MA HRM) 

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENTS 

Prof.Thilaga has been awarded the "Precious Professor" for the service she had rendered in the 

field of education since 1999. This award was given by Lion's Club International (Medavakkam 

Branch) along with 4 other eminent personalities from their fields like Medicine, NSS, Legal and 

Social Work on 19.03.2021. This award recognizes Professor Thilaga's two decades of excellence 

and passion in teaching in HR and her consistent interactions with the industry people which had 

transformed her as a catalyst to bridge the gap between academia and industry 

 

 

         

 

 



 

WEBINARS 

Quality of learning is never to be compromised under any situation and it is proved right by 

advanced technologies that support e-learning like zoom, Microsoft teams, google meet. The 

sudden outbreak of covid-19 shook the entire world. This situation challenged the education 

system across the world and forced the educators to shift to an online mode of teaching overnight. 

Webinars have played some really crucial and big roles in students’ life in engaging the listeners 

through live presentations and interactive multimedia. Webinars promote accessibility, 

affordability, flexibility and learning pedagogy. We have successfully completed 40+ webinars 

covering concepts like HR skills for management students post COVID-19, HR analytics and AI, 

HR capabilities for today and tomorrow, labor law compliance challenges in the changing times, 

The new age HR etc. 

Webinar No: 

Title: Role of ICT in the process of Teaching and Learning 

Date: 06-06-2020 |  Mode: Online | Resource Person: Dr. E Ilamathian 

Outcome: Learning involves listening, recording, retrieving, the information. ICT is a tool for 

teaching process. Learning and development is the main tool. For Online test use cloud platform 

for better exposure and results.  

 





 

 

 



 

 

 



 
   

 

 

 

 

   


